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In this paper we prove the existence of solutions for equations of the type 
--div(a( ., Du)) =f in a bounded open set 0, u = 0 on X2, where a is a possibly 
non-linear function satisfying some coerciveness and monotonicity assumptions and 
fis a bounded measure. We also consider the equation -div(a( ., Du)) + g( ., U) = f 
in Q, u=O on dQ (with f~L’(a), or .fcM(SZ), g( ., u) ‘~20) and the parabolic 
equivalent of the first (elliptic) equation. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Throughout this paper 52 is a bounded open set of [WN (N 2 2). 
We begin with some remarks on the well-known problem 

Au=f in Q, 

u=o on asz, 

where A is a linear, uniformly elliptic operator, with bounded coefftcients 
and .f~ M(Q). M(Q) denotes the set of bounded measures on 52 (finite 
Radon measures). 

Problem (1) is known to have a solution in a suitable sense, but this 
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solution is not obtained as easily as in the case where f lies in H ‘(Q). 
If for example A is taken to be -d, it seems “natural” to introduce 

E(uQ JDulZ dx- (A u), u E H;(Q) n C(D). 

Unfortunately the solutions of (1) are not in general critical points of E. 
For instance, the minimum value of E can be - co. 

A solution of (1) will be obtained by solving (1) with f in H-‘(Q) and 
obtaining estimates on u, that will only depend on A, Q, and l/fll Lo. A 
classical method (see [S] for instance) yields a solution of (1) through a 
duality and and a Co,” -regularity argument. Indeed, if f E W-‘,y’ with 
q’ > N, then u, solution of (l), lies in Co,” and the mapping f --f u is a linear 
continuous map from W- ‘,y’ in CO,‘. A duality argument then implies that 
the adjoint operator maps M(R) into WA,“(Q). 

Such a method leads to estimates on u in W,$y(0), for all 
1 I q < N/(N - l), that only depend on A, Q, and 11 f I( Lo. 

This method is however restricted to a linear setting, at least when f lies 
in M(Q). In the case of a non-linear operator A with f in M(Q), it is 
usually assumed that the principal part of A is hear (see, e.g., CBS, BBC, 
GMl, GM2, G, BP]). 

2. Our first goal in the present study (Section II) is to obtain a 
solution of (1) with fin M(Q) and a non-linear operator A of the form 

Au = -div(a(x, Du)), 

with a function a: Sz x RN -+ RN satisfying the following set of hypotheses: 

a(x, 5) is measurable in XE Q, for all 5 in OX“” and 
continuous in 5 E RN, for a.e. x in Q; 

there exist three constants p, IV, a, with p E (2 - l/N, N], 
Mz 0, CI > 0, such that, for any 5 in ET” with 
~~~>M,~(x,~)~~crI~~P,fora.e.xin~,~(x,O)=O; 

there exists a function b in Lp’(Q), p’ = p/(p - l), and a 
constant K30 such that, for any 5 in RN, la(x, <)I d 
K(b(x) + jQp-‘), for a.e. x in Q; 

there exist three constants s, y, K and a function d such 
that sz2,d~L’(Q),y<(s--l)(N/(N-l))(p-l), KZO, 
and (a(~, 5)-4x, v)Nt-rl)3(l/B(x, 5,111) It-rll” for 
a.e. x in Q and any 5, 9 in RN, 0 </?(x, 5, ye) 5 
K(d”+‘(x)+ 141’+ 1~1’) for a.e. x in Q and 5, q in RN. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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The hypotheses (2), (3) (4) are classical in the study of non-linear 
operators in divergence form (see [LL] ). The additional assumption on p, 
i.e., p E (2 - l/N, N], is motivated, as far as the lower bound is concerned, 
by Remark 1 in Section II. The upper bound p 5 N is not a limitation, 
because if p > N problem (1) is known to have a unique (variational) weak 
solution in W$p(sZ) (see, e.g., [LL]), since M(0) is included in W-‘~p’(Q). 

Hypothesis (5) is more technical. It is more restrictive than strict 
monotonicity and less restrictive than strong monotonicity. It should be 
noted that an hypothesis such as (5) is almost never satisfied for “small 
15 - ~1,” if s is strictly less than 2. 

The model example of function a satisfying (2)-( 5) is a(x, 5) = 151 P- *c 
(p as in (3)) in which case (5) is satisfied with s = p, y = 0 when p 2 2, 
and with s = 2, y = 2 - p when p -C 2. Furthermore y < (N/(N - 1 ))(p - 1) 
since p > 2- l/N. The corresponding operator is Au = -A,u = 
-div( ]Dul p-2D~). 

The proof of the existence of a solution of (1) when f lies in M(Q) is 
divided in three steps. First (1) is shown to have a unique weak solution 
u in W$p(Q) for f in W- ’ l,p (Sz) (cf. [LL]). Then estimates on u in 
W’vq(i2), for all 1 5 q < (iV/(N- l))(p - l), that only depend on Q, a, and 
llfljL~ are obtained. In the last step, an arbitrary f of M(Q) is considered 
and approximated by a sequence (f,,) in W-‘~p’(Q) which converges to J: 
The limiting process hinges of the proof of the almost pointwise con- 
vergence of the sequence (Du,), where u, is the weak solution of (1) with 
f=fn. 

The second part of this paper (Section III) is devoted to a generalization 
of a few results of [BS, GM2, G] to the case of non-linear operators with 
non-linearity on the principal part of the operator with the help of the 
method introduced in Section II. Roughly speaking, we investigate 
equations of the kind 

Au+g(x,u)=f in 52 

u=o on &2. 
(6) 

A is as in Section II, g( ., u) u 2 0, and f in L’(Q). It should be 
emphasized that, even when A is taken to be -A, the existence of u cannot 
be expected for f in M(Q) whenever g increases too rapidly at infinity. The 
reader is referred to [GMl, BP] for a characterization of the “admissible” 
measures f when g is an increasing function of u and A is -A. 

The third part of this paper (Section IV) examines the parabolic 
analogous of the equations studied in Section II. 
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II. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR A NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC 
OPERATOR IN DIVERGENCE FORM AND A RIGHT HAND SIDE~IN M(Q) 

3. Let us consider, for an arbitrary f in M(Q), the equation 

Au=f in Q 

u=o on an. 

where Au= -div(a(.Du)), and a satisfies (2t(5). 
A function u will be called a weak solution of (7) if it satisfies 

u E W,$‘(Q), a( ., Du) E Lii,,(Q) and 

s g(x, Du) Dv = (f, v), for any v in C;(Q). 
n 

(7) 

(8) 

Our first result is the following. 

THEOREM 1. Let g satisfy (2)-(5) and f be an element of M(Q). Then 
there exists a weak solution u of (7) with the regularity UE W~~q(Q) for all 
1~4<W/W-l))(P-l). 

Remark 1. As already mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 1 is 
also true when p > N in (3), in which case hypothesis (5) is not necessary. 
The existence of u is then an easy consequence of the results of 
Leray-Lions [LL], since M(Q) is included in W-‘xp’(1;2). The limitation 
p> 2 - l/N stems from the requirement that u lie in Wi3’(Q). Then the 
distribution Du is a function and the quantity a( ., Du) is meaningful. 

Iff lies in Wp’lp’(Q), (7) k IS nown to have a unique weak solution u (see 
[LL]), such that 

s g(x, Du) Dv = (f; v), for any u in W,$p(0). (9) R 

The first step in the proof of Theorem 1 consists in deriving a Wh*q(Q) 
estimate on u for 1 s q < (N/( N - 1 ))( p - 1) which only depends on 
43 a, a llfll LI 3 whenever flies in W-l~p’(Q) n L’(Q) and u is the solution 
of (9). This is the object of Subsection 4. In Subsection 5 we take f in M(Q) 
a sequence (f,) in W-‘,p’(Q) n L’(Q) which converges to f and we pass to 
the limit in the equation Au, =f,,. 
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4. In this subsection we prove the following estimate on u 
(a satisfies hypptheses (2)-(5)): 

for any 15 q < (N/(N- l))(p - l), for any B > 0, there 
exists C > 0, depending on q, a, 52, and B such that iff lies 
in W-‘,P’(Q)n L’(Q) and u is the solution of (9), then 
llull W;., 5 C whenever Ijfll,l S B. (10) 

Remark 2. p is given in (3) and the assumption p > 2 - l/N implies 
that 1 < (N/(N- l))(p- 1). 

In order to prove (lo), letfbe an element of Wp’~P’(Q)n L’(Q) and let 
u be the corresponding solution of (9), and assume that llfllL~ 5 B. From 
now onward we denote by ci, c2, . . . various constants which only depend 
on q, a, Q, and B. 

Let n be a fixed integer and define Ic/ as 

*(s) = n ifs>n 

‘MS) = s if -nsssn 

ij(s)= -n ifs< -n. 

The choice of tj(u) as test function in (9) yields 

By virtue of (3), ( 11) yields 

with 

D,= {xEQ, lu(x)l Sn, jDu(x)l ZMM). 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Now we define I,!I as 

‘k(s) = 1 if s>n+l 

$(s)=s-n if nsssn+l 

t)(s)=0 if -nsssn 

$(s)=s+n if -n-l Is5 --n 

‘j(s)= -1 if s< -n-l. 
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Then, if cl = (lb) Ilf‘ll lr 

with 

B, = (x E sz, n 5 [u(x)1 5 n + 1, IDu(x)l 2 M}. (15) 

The estimate (12) can be proved with the help of (14), (15) since 

D,,=BouB,u ... uB,p,. 

For any q < p, Holder’s inequality implies that 

But, if l/q* = l/g - l/N (q < p < N), meas I (l/n”*) Se, Iu14*. Setting 
c2 = c:‘~, we obtain 

(16) 

Applying Holder’s inequality with the exponents p/(p - q) and p/q we find 
that, for all positive integers n,, 

The above estimate, together with estimate (12), yields 

where c3 = MY meas( cq = c~‘P(meas(s2))(P~y”p. 
Sobolev imbedding Theorem implies that 

Ilull$*~c, (@+ llullyL’s!p-~)‘p ( f l 

n = “0 
n4*(P - 4)/4 

)“). (18) 

Recall that 2 - l/N< p 5 N. Two cases have to be distinguished. If p 
is equal to N, then q*(p - q)/p = (qN/(N-- q))/((N- q)/N) = q and 
4*((P - 4)/q) = (CMN- q)MW- 4)/4) = NZ 2. 

A proper choice of n, in (18) gives the estimate 

Ii”iI LS* 5 c6. 
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Then, by virtue of (17), 

which proves (10). Note that q < p = (N/(N- l))(p - l), since p = A? If p 
is strictly less than N, then q*((p - q)/q) = (qN/(N- q))/((p- q)/p) <q 
and q*((p-q)/q)=N(p-qq)l(N-q)> 1, provided q< WAN- ~)NP- 1). 

We conclude with the help of (18), written for n, = 1, that 

and thus that 

which also proves (10). Note that in the latter case (N/(N- l))(p - 1) < p. 
The above arguments prove the following 

LEMMA 1. Let 2 - l/N< p 5 N (Nz 2) it4 and cl positive constants and 
Q be a bounded open set of RN. 

Zf 1 5 q < (p - l)(N/(N - 1)) there exists a constant C depending only on 
p, M, cl, Q, q such that, whenever UE W$q(Q) satisfies (14) for all n E N, 
then 

Ilull 1.q 5 c. Wll 

Remark 3. In the case where p = N, q is restricted to be strictly less 
than (N/(N- l))(p - l), so as to be in position to apply Sobolev imbed- 
ding theorem (q < N). In the other case the limitation on q guarantees the 
convergence of the series in the right hand side of (18). 

Remark 4. The proof of estimate (10) only uses the coerciveness of a 
(hypothesis (3)) and hypothesis (4), which makes (9) meaninful. Then it is 
easy to see that these estimates are still true for a general “Leray-Lions 
operator” (see [LL]). In particular the function a can depend on U. 

Remark 5. We thank Idelfonso Diaz who informed us, after completion 
of this work, that R. Gariepy and M. Pierre have obtained the same 
estimate in the case A = -A, with a different method. 

5. In this subsection we prove Theorem 1. Let f E M(Q) and a let 
satisfy (2)-( 5 ). 

A sequence (f,) c W-‘~p’(Q) n L’(Q) that converges to f in the distribu- 
tion sense is considered. It is further assumed that (I f,jl L1 S B = II f II McRj. 

Let U, be the solution of (9) with f = f,. Then for every n integer, 
a(., ml) E L’@), 

-div(a( ., Du,)) = f, in the distribution sense. (19) 
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By virtue of the estimate (lo), 11~~11 W;.q 5 C where C only depends on 
q,g,Q, and Band lsq<(N/(N-l))(p-I). 

Then there exist u in Wd~Y(Q) and some subsequence (still denoted (u,)) 
such that 

u, --) u in W$y(0) - weak 

u, -+ 24 in Ly(Q) (20) 

24, --* u a.e. 

The above convergence does not however permit to pass to the limit 
in (19) except when a is linear in its second argument. A pointwise 
convergence of Du, is needed. 

Assumption (5) plays a central role in proving such a convergence. 
Specifically the following result holds true. 

Let a, satisfy (2))(5), and (f,,) be a sequence of 
w- l,p (52) n L’(Q). 
Let u, be the solution of (9) with f = f,,. 
If (f,) is bounded in L’(Q), then (u,) is relatively compact 
in W$4(Q) for every q in [l, (N/(N- l))(p- 1)). (21) 

As in Subsection 4, let $ E C(R, R) be such that, for E > 0 fixed, tj(s) = E 
if s > E, $(s) = s if -E 5 s 5 E, e(s) = --E if s < --E. Using (9) with f = f, and 
f,, u = u, and u,, and u = $(u, -u,) we obtain 

I $‘(u, - u,)(a(x, Dun) -a(~, Du,))(Du, - DG,) R 

= s R (f,-fm)ti(4-%J. 

Since Ilf II n LlcQjs B, (5) and (22) imply the estimate 

s 1 
D,,,, B(x, Du,, Du,) IDun- Dum” ’ 2EB 

D n,m,E = {XEQ, lu,(x)-u,(x)l SE). 

Estimate (23) and Holder’s inequality give 

(22) 

(23) 

I > 
l/S’ 

IDu, - Du,( 6 e”‘cI (Bb, Dun, Du,))“” , 
&,?tt., “,rn,E 

where c, = (2B)““. 
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The above inequality, assumption (5), and the W$estimate on U, yield 

Estimate (24) is used to prove that (Du,) is a Cauchy sequence in 
We have 

s ID(u,-u,)l <c,s”“+~~meas{x~Q: [u,(x)-u,(x)1 >E}‘-“~ 
a 

for some q in (1, (N/(N- l))(p- 1)). 

(24) 

L'(Q). 

(25) 

Since u, is a Cauchy sequence in measure (in fact u, is even a Cauchy 
sequence in L'(Q)), (25) implies that for some n,,(s) depending on E 

I ID(u, - #,)I 5 CZ&1’s+ E, for n, m 2 no(s), 
R 

which proves that (Du,) is a Cauchy sequence in L'(Q) and thus that 

Du,-+Du in L’(Q). 

By virtue of (20), we also obtain the convergence statement 

Du,-+Du in Lq(Q), for every q in 1, j&b- 1)). (26) 

Assertion (21) is proved. Assumption (4) together with Vitali’s theorem 
imply that 

a( ., Dun) -+ a( ., Du) in L'(Q) for every r in (27) 

It is now possible to pass to the limit in (19). We conclude that 

-div(a(., Du)) =f in the distribution sense. 

Thus, u is a weak solution of (7) (that is, it satisfies (8)). Theorem 1 is 
proved. 
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Remark 6. The conclusion is stronger than (8). Indeed, since u belongs 
to W$y(Q) for all q in [ 1, (N/(N- l))(p - 1)) a( ., Du) belongs to f.‘(Q), 
for all r in [l, N/(N- 1)) and 

for every u in lJ Wkr’(Q). 
,’ > N 

Remark 7. The method used in this section does not allow us to prove 
Theorem 1 in the case of a general “Leray-Lions” operator, for example, 
when a has a non-linear dependence on Du, together with a dependence 
on 24. 

Remark 8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the uniqueness of the 
solution of (7) in the sense of (8) is false. Indeed there exists, in the linear 
case (p = 2), an example of non-uniqueness due to J. Serrin (see [SE] ). 
This example gives non-uniqueness in the space W$q(Q) for q = 
N/(N - 1 + E) and an arbitrary E > 0. 

Remark 9. After completion of this work, we learned that S. 
Kichenassamy has obtained a result of existence and uniqueness of solution 
for (7) in the particular case A = -A,, Q = [WN, and f=Cy=, yiS( .-a,), 
with l<p<co,a,~IW~,m~l,y~~R,C~=“=,y~=O (see [K]). 

6. Our goal in this subsection is to obtain the appropriate func- 
tional space for a weak solution *of (7) when f is in L”(Q) with m > 1. 

Let a satisfy (2)-(5), and p be given by (3). We set fi = Np/(Np - N + p). 
If p= N, then fi = 1, and if f is in L”(Q), then m >r?;r = 1 and (7) is 

known to have a weak solution in W$p(sZ) (which is the solution of (9), 
given by [LL], since f E Wp’,p’(Q)). 

Let us now assume that p < N. Then ti > 1 and if f is in L”(Q), m 2 ti, 
(7) is known to have a weak solution in Wi,p(sZ) (since f E W-‘*j”(Q)). 
The only case of interest is when f is in L”(Q), 1 <m < r?z, and we prove 
the following 

PROPOSITION 1. Let a satisfy (2)-(5) and p< N (p given by (3)). Let 
1~ m < ti = Np/(Np - N + p) and f be in L”(Q). Then (7) has a weak solu- 
tion u in W$q(Q) for all 1 5 q < (p - l)m* (recall that m* = mN/(N- m)). 

Remark 10. Note that, when m= 1, (p- l)m* = (N/(N- l))(p- 1) 
and, when m = ti, (p - 1 )m* = p. In both cases we obtain the optimal q. 

Proof of Proposition 1. Proposition 1 will be proved if an estimate in 
W$q(Q), 4 < (P - 1 )m*, for the solution u of (9) is obtained when 
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fe W;;‘~p’(Q) and f is an arbitrary element of a bounded set of L”(Q). It 
suffices to prove that 

for every q in [ 1, (p - 1 )m*), for every B > 0, there exists 
C > 0 (depending only on m, q, a, 0, and B) such that if f 
lies in W-‘-P’(SZ)nL”(12) and u is a solution of (9) then 
llull w1.4 5 C, whenever llfIILrn 5 B. (28) 

We prove (28) by a method very similar to that of Subsection 4. 
Let f be an element of W- IVp’ Q n L”(Q), and u be the solution of (9), ( ) 

and assume that llfll Lm 5 B. We denote various constants (depending only 
on m, q, a, Q, and B) by c r, c2 . . . . 

We now follow step by step the proof of the estimate of u in Sub- 
section 4. 

Setting, for an integer n 

B,={x~52,nIlu(x)l~n+l,IDu(x)l~M) 

E,= (xd2,n-c lu(x)l} 

and taking the same I,G as in the proof of (14) in Subsection 4, we obtain 

Then 

s lou,P~~(rneas(E,))‘/““, (withm’=s). (29) 
B” 

Let q be strictly less than p. Holder’s inequality yields 

s,. IDulq5 ( jB. ~Du\~)“~ (meas(B,))(p-q)‘p. 

Since 

and 

meas I --$I, Iulq* 
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we deduce with the help of (29) that 

I 
(p q).‘,, 

IDul~~(., IIuII;;!qIp”“) 0 > w* 
1 

& & 
#/‘/P)(Yim’+P-4)’ 

Repeated use of Holder’s inequality implies that 

Then, recalling (12), we obtain 

I IDuJq~ c2 + C] II.II~~!Y’Pm’+(p--y)~p) ( f l 

YIP 

Q ?I=1 > 
n(“*/4KP-dm) . (30) 

Using Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, as in Subsection 4, we derive an 
estimate on u in L4*(Q) and, by (30), in WA,q(Q), provided 

4’(++y)aA 
$ p-x >l. 

( > 

(31) 

The second part of (31) is true if q is strictly less than (p - l)m*. Note that 
l<(p-l)m*<p, since l<m<*. 

The first part of (31) is true since l<p<N and m<ti= 
NP/WP-N+ P). 

We have thus proved (28), and therefore Proposition 1. 

Remark 11. Estimates on Du are also obtained in [Ta] by rearrange- 
ment techniques. 

III. LOWER ORDER PERTURBATIONS 

7. Our goal in this section is to show how the method described in 
Section II enables us to generalize certain results for semilinear elliptic 
equations (see CBS, GM2, G]) to the case of operators with a non-linear 
principal part as in Section II. 

Consider for instance the equation 

Au+g(.,u)=f in 52 

u=o on %2, 
(32) 
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where Au= -div(a( ., Du)), g satisfies (2)-(5) f lies in M(Q), and g 
satisfies: 

g(x, S) measurable in x E Sz, for all s E R and continuous in 
SER, a.e. in XEL?; (33) 

g(x, s)s >= 0 Vs E R, a.e. in x E Q; (34) 

Sw{Igtx,4l, I~I~~}EL:,,(S~),V~ER+. (35) 

We say that u is a weak solution of (32) if 

u E W($‘(Q), at ., Du) E L:,,(Q), A.3 u) E G&-a 

j a(~> Du) W + s, gk u)vQ = CL $>, vl) E C,“(Q). (36) 
D 

The following theorem holds, 

THE.OREM 2. Let a satisfy (2)-(5), g satisfy (33)-(35), and f be an 
element of L’(Q). 

Then there exists a weak solution u of (32). 

It is known that it is not possible to replace f E L’(Q) by f e M(Q) in 
Theorem 2, even when A = -A. For instance, if N= 3, 0 E Q, f = 6, 
A = -A, g( ., u) = u3, (32) has no weak solution (see [B], or more 
generally [BV, BP], for the problem of “removable singularities”). It 
would be interesting to characterize the measures f for which (32) has a 
weak solution (as it is done in [GM11 for A = -A, see also [BP]). An 
easy result is that we can assume fin M(O) in Theorem 2 if g does not 
grow too rapidly at infinity with respect to its second argument. For 
instance, we can suppose f in M(Q) if we replace the very weak hypothesis 
(35) by the following stronger hypothesis: 

there exist bl, b,, 6 with 6, E L:,,(Q), b, E Lzc(Q), 
6 < N(p - l)/(N-p), such that Ig(x, s)l 5 b,(x) + b*(x) IsI 
a.e. in x, for every real number s. (37) 

In fact we will prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. Let a sarisfy (2)-(5), g satisfy (33), (34), and (37), and f 
lies in M(Q). Then there exists a weak solution u of (32) (that is, a u that 
satisfies (36)). 

Remark 12. If for example, p =2, A = -A, g(u) = Iu16-iu, then the 
bound 6 < N/(N- 2) is optimal for NZ 3. If 6 2 N/(N- 2), there exists 
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some fin M(Q) for which (32) has no weak solution. It suffices to take for 
f a Dirac mass at y for any y E Q. 

Remark 13. It is also possible to have some dependence of g on Du in 
Theorems 2 and 3. In the case of Theorem 2, this dependence is possible if 
g(x, s, 5) grows at infinity in 4 less than lQpP” for some E > 0. The argu- 
ment is developed in [G] for p = 2 in the case of a linear operator A. 

The proof of Theorems 2 and 3 are performed by solving an approximate 
problem (Subsection 8). Estimates on the solutions of the approximate 
problem are obtained (Subsection 9) and the limit process is the object of 
Subsection 10. The proof of these Theorems is very similar to that of 
[GM2, G]. 

8. In this subsection the function a satisfies (2t(5) and g satisfies 
(33), (34). We define, for n E N, the function g, by truncation of g, that is, 

g,(x, s) = g(4 s) if Ig(x,s)JSn,xEQ,sER 

g,(x, 3) = n if g(x, s)>n, XER, SE R (38) 

g,(x, 3) = --n if g(x,s)< -n,xEQ,sER. 

Note that (33), (34) are satisfied with g, in place of g. 
Letf,, be an element of W-‘,“‘(Q), with p’=p/(p - 1) andp given in (3). 
It is known [LL] that there exists a weak solution U, of (32) with g= g, 

and f = fn which satisfies 

5 4x2 Du,)Dv+ I g,(x, u,b= <fn, o>, vu E Wpyl2). (39) 
R n 

9. This subsection is devoted to the derivation of estimates on the 
solution U, of (39), when (f,) is bounded in L’(Q). More precisely we 
assume that the hypotheses of Subsection 8 are satisfied and we assume 
that 

there exists a positive constant B, with (I f,ll Lo $ B, 
VnEN. (40) 

We are going to establish the following two assertions. 

s {Iu.I,I) Idx, dl 5JSiIu,l,ri If,L for every integer n and 
every t in R+, where (Iu,,/ > t} = {xEQ: /u,(x)1 > 2). (41) 

The sequence (u,) is relatively compact in IV$q(Q) for all 
q in [ 1, (N/(N- 1 ))(p - 1 )), where p is given in (3). (42) 
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Proof of (41). Let (tji) be a sequence of real smooth increasing 
functions. The choice of tii(u,,) as a test function in (39) yields 

S, gntx9 un) +iC”n) 5 ~Q.Ln4+i(un). (43) 

If +;(s) converges to the function Ii/(s) defined by 

W) = 1 if .s>t 

t)(s)=0 if -tssst 

l)(s)= -1 if SC-t, 

we obtain estimate (41). 

Proof of (42). Letting t = 0 in (41) yields 

IItL(.? U”)IlLlS IlLll.~. 

Recalling (40) and setting h, =f, - g,( ., u,), we deduce that 

Ilh,ll L, 5 2B, h,~ W-‘~p’(Q) n L’(Q). (44) 

Note that U, is the solution of (9) withf= h,. 
From (44) and Subsection 4 of Section II (see (lo)), we then deduce that 

(u,) is bounded in W,$” for 1 sq< (N/(N- l))(p- 1) and (21) in Sub- 
section 5 of Section II implies (42). 

10. This subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Let u satisfy (2)-(5), g satisfy (33), (34), and (f,) be a sequence of 
W-‘3p’(Q) nL’(Q) such that there exists a positive constant B, with 
Ilfnll~~ 5 B. 

Let g, be defined by (38). 
There exists U,E W$p(Q) such that (cf. Subsection 8) 

s a(x, Du,) Du + vu E C(y(l2). 
R s g,(x, %b = LU? (45) R I 62 

With the help of the results of Subsection 9, the sequence (u,) is relatively 
compact in W{3q(12) for 154-c (N/(N- l))(p- 1). Then we can assume 
(after extraction of a subsequence, still denoted by (u,)) 

24, + u 

u, -+ u 

in W$q(Q), 1 5 q < &(P- l)? 

a.e. (46) 
N 

a(., Dun) --+ 4.9 Du) inL’(Q), 1 sr<----- 
N-l’ 
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The last assertion in (46) is a direct consequence of hypothesis (4) as in 
Subsection 5 of Section II. 

Proof of Theorem 3. We can take B= llfllMcn, and we assume that f, 
converges to f in the distribution sense. The continuous imbedding of 
W,$q(Q) in L”*(Q) for 1 5 q < N implies that 

WP- 1) 24, + u in L’(O), 1 5 r < 
N-p . 

Note that q* < N( p - 1 )/( N - p) because q < N( p - 1 )/( N - 1). 
Then assumption (37) coupled with (47) yields 

g( .Y 47) -+ g( .Y u) in L:,,(Q). (48) 

By (46), (48), and the fact that f, converges to fin the distribution sense, 
we can pass to the limit in (45) and we obtain (36). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. In fact by Fatou’s lemma and estimate (41) (with 
t = 0) we also have g( ., U) E L’(Q) (and llg( ., u)ll Lo 5 B = llfll McRl). We can 
thus say that 

u E Wpy2), for all 1 5 q < & (P-l), 

a( ‘3 Du) E L’(Q), forall16r<A, 

for any zi in U Wan”. 
r’ > N 

(49) 

Proof of Theorem 2. In the case of Theorem 2 it is not so easy to pass 
to the limit in the second term of the left hand side of (45) (g does not 
satisfy (37) but only (35)). We proceed as in [GM2]. We can take 
B = II f II Lo and assume that f, converges to fin L’(Q). 

By (46) we have 
g,( ., 4 + g( .y u) a.e. (50) 

In order to prove that g,( ., u,) converges to g( ., U) in L,‘,,,(Q), it suffices 
to prove that 

g,( ., u,) is equiintegrable on K for all KC Q, K compact. (51) 

We omit the proof of (51), which is the same as the corresponding result 
in [GM2]. We remark that the sequence (f,) is equiintegrable on Q, and 
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meas{ Iu,[ > t } converges to zero, uniformly with respect to n, when t goes 
to + co. Then ,we use the estimate (41) and the hypothesis (35). 

By (50) and (51), we deduce that 

&(.2 4) + A* u) in L:,,(sZ). (52) 

As in the proof of Theorem 3 we then conclude (from (45), (46), (52), 
and f,, -+ f in L’(Q)) that u satisfies (36). This proves Theorem 2. In fact, 
we have g(.,U)EL’(g) and IIg(.u)\l.ISB= IlfIIL1, by Fatou’s lemma, 
(50), and (41) with t = 0. Thus u satisfies (49), that is, 

2.4 E w;3q(Q), 

a( ., Du) E L’(Q), 

gt.3 U)ELW;Z) 

(P-1)1 for all 1 S q < & 

for all 1 5 r < A, 

s a(., Du) Dv i- dx, u)v = fv, R s R I n 

for any u in U W$r’(sZ). 
r’ > N 

(53) 

IV. PARABOLIC CASE 

In this section we show how the method of Section II allows us to 
extend the previous existence results to the parabolic case. 

Let Q = Sz x (0, T), T a real positive number and P the differential 
operator 

P(v) = g- div(a(x, t, bv)), (54) 

where a: 52 x (0, T) x RN + RN satisfies the following hypotheses: 

a is measurable in (x, t), for all 5 in RN and continuous in 
5 E RN for a.e. (x, t) in Q; (55) 
there exists three constants p, Zt4, cq with PE (2 - l/(N+ l), co), 
M&O, cr>O, such that for any 5 in RN with 151 >M 
a(x, t, ()(Z,a 151” for a.e. (x, t) in Q, 
@(X, t, 0) = 0; (56) 
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there existst a function b in L@(Q) and a constant K 2 0 
such that, for any i in R”, 
la(x, t, ()I 5 K(h(x, t) + l~lp~‘) for a.e. (x, t) in Q; (57) 

there exists three constants S, I), k and a function d such 
that ~12, dgL’(Q), kz0, Y<(s-l)[(p(N+l)-N)/ 
(N+ 111, 
(a(~, t, 5) - aby 4 u))(4 - v) 2 (lIB(x, 6 5, vl)) It - ~1’ for 
a.e. (x, t) in Q and any r, q in RN, 
O</l(i, t, 5, q)lk(d(x, t)-l+ l(l’+ IqJy) for a.e. (x, t) in 
Q and any 4, q in RN. (58) 

We consider the following Cauchy problem 

P(u)=f 

UE Lq(O, T, W;~q(Q)) for q-c 
p(N+ l)- N 

N+I 

4x, 0) = u,(x), (59) 

where 

fis an element of M(Q) (60) 

u0 is an element of M(G). (61) 

In (59) the initial condition, u(x, 0) = u,(x), is to be taken in a classical 
sense, since we will show that u E C( [0, T], H-“(O)) for s large enough. 

We will prove the following theorem 

THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses (54)-(58) and (60), (61), there exists 
a solution u of the equation (59). 

Proof: We sketch the proof, which is similar to the one of Theorem 1. 
We define an “aproximate” equation to (59) for which we know the 
existence of a solution (see [L] ). We choose a sequence (f,,) c CF (Q) such 
that llfll L’(Q)sB= ilfIiM(Q) and a sequence (u;)c CT(a) such that 
II43 L’(R) 5 lIh3!l M(Q) = C. The sequences fn and U: converge respectively to 
fand u0 in the distribution sense. 

Let U, be the solution of the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem 

PC%) = fn 
U,ELP(O, T; W(p) (62) 

u,( x, 0) = u;;(x). 
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Let 1+9 be the real function 

Ii/(s) = 1 if s>l 

$(s)=s if -15~51 

l)(s)= -1 if s< -1. 

Taking $(dt) x(~,,) as test function in (62) we have 

where Q(s) = Ji @(a) da. 
By virtue of the previous inequality we have 

II &lII LYO, T;L’(Q)) 5 Cl 3 

because 

Let n be a fixed integer and define $ by 

WI = 1 if s>n+l 

I(/(s)=s--n if +ns;ssn+l 

$(s)=s+n if -n-l<s< --n 

l)(s)= -1 if ~5 -n-l 

t)(s)=0 if --n<s<n. 

The choice of Il/(u,,) as a test function yields 

(63) 

(64) 

with 

B, = ((x, t) E Q; m 5 lu,(x, ?)I 5 m + 1, IDu,(x, t)l 2 M}. (65) 

Now let q<(p(N+ l)-N)/(N+l),r=((N+l)/N)q. We have 

s IDu,14~cc,(meas B,)1p4’P~~3 
(P-4)/P 1 

&a 
m’cP-Y)lP’ 
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So that 

5 c4(no) + c3 ( jQ bnIr)” ‘)jp ( $n, $ .4j,q)y’p. (66) 

Applying Holder’s inequality yields 

II4 L’(R) 5 ll%zll t’(n) II%lI2i$?) 5 c5 ll%JlL$2)~ 

where 1 -tI=((l -r)/(l -q*)).(q*/r). 
The above inequality leads to 

if r is such that q*(l -r)/(l -q*)=q, that is, r=((N+ l)/N)q. 
Sobolev imbedding Theorem implies that 

lI4rlI~u(o.T;Lu’) = joT( j* ,uHl~*)“* dt 

From the previous bound on q we have the a priori estimate 

I~“,IILY(O,T;L~*~~clO~ (67) 

and then the estimate 

follows as in Theorem 1. 
From the previous a priori estimates we deduce that (ul) is a 

sequence bounded in the space L’(0, T; Wp’-“)+ L’(0, T; L’), with 
s = (p(N + 1) - N)/(N + l)(p - 1). So the sequence (u,) is relatively 
compact in L’(Q) by a compactness lemma of Aubin’s type. Such a 
lemma can be found, for example, in [Si, Tel. Finally we can prove the 
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convergence in L’(Q) of Du, as in Theorem 1 (using (58)) and we deduce 
that w, converge’s to u in Lp(O, T, W,$y) for all q < (p(N+ 1) - N)/(N+ 1). 

Thus u is a solution of equation (59). 
Note that for s large enough auJt3t converges strongly to au/i% in 

L’(0, r; H-“(Q)). Thus U, converges strongly to u in C([O, T], H-“(Q)), 
and u,( ., 0) converges to u( ., 0) in H-“(a). Since u,( ., 0) = u;f and U; 
converges to u0 in the distribution sense, we deduce that u0 = u( ., 0). 
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